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Organic solar cell dyes containing the most common anchoring
group, cyanoacrylic acid, are shown to be photolabile and undergo
photoisomerization. This may have significant consequences for dyesensitized solar cells, as isomerisation competes with electron injection
and leads to modifications of the dye and surface arrangement.

In the global ambitions to move towards a sustainable society,
renewable energy systems will become essential. Considering
the massive inflow of solar energy, it is more than likely that the
future energy systems will be based on the conversion of solar
light into either electricity or energy-rich substances using a
multitude of strategies and technologies.1 In this aspect the
direct conversion of light into electricity, by solar cells, will have
an important role.
In 1991, O’Regan and Grätzel converted the photoelectrochemical cell from a purely academic research interest to one of
the potential solar cell technologies for the future.2 The breakthrough by O’Regan and Grätzel involved the use of a nanostructured semiconductor substrate (titania), increasing the
eﬀective surface for light harvesting by nearly a factor of
1000. As a consequence, conversion eﬃciencies were improved
from about 1% to 7–8% in one step.
The photoelectrochemical cell is also referred to as a Grätzel
cell or dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC). The latter denotation
emerges since the semiconductor substrate in itself only
absorbs solar light at very short wavelengths, making over-all
conversion eﬃciencies quite low. Therefore, the nanostructured
semiconductor substrate is sensitized by a dye that can absorb
light and inject electrons into the semiconductor substrate.
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The commonly used sensitizing dyes are metal–organic or
organic dye molecules, but other sensitizers such as quantum
dots have also been used.3 Among the metal–organic ones,
ruthenium polypyridine complexes are most frequently used.
However, there are many directions of development aiming at
new types of sensitizing molecules, with the most active direction
towards organic dye molecules, motivated by the ambition to
avoid precious and rare metals as part of the DSC. Another
advantage with organic dyes is that they often show more
intense absorption (higher molar extinction coefficients) than
the organometallic ones. The organic dyes are generally based
on three separate components: a donor, a linker and an
acceptor group (the D–p–A concept) offering charge separation
upon excitation with relatively long-lived excited states as a
consequence, assuming that no photochemical processes are
competing. Several hundreds of new sensitizing organic dyes
have been reported, and they are typically classified according
to the type of their donor group. The most extensively studied
type of organic dyes is based on a triarylamine donor, introduced
by Yanagida and co-workers4 and later significantly extended
and improved by Sun and collaborators.5 By combining the
acceptor group with an anchoring group for the semiconductor
substrate, the stage is set for efficient injection of electrons from
the excited state, mainly residing on the acceptor group, to the
semiconductor conduction band. Clearly dominating among
the anchoring groups is the cyanoacrylic acid (Fig. 1), combining
the electron withdrawing properties of the cyano-unit with the
binding motif of the carboxylic group. In a recent review on
DSCs, more than half (54%) of the surveyed organic molecules
contained the cyanoacrylic acid as a binding group. This single
most commonly used binding group and its photochemistry is
the focus of the present work.

Fig. 1

The cyanoacrylic acid acceptor/anchoring group.
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Fig. 2

The L0 (left) and L0Br (right) dye molecules in trans configuration.9

The concept of anchoring is based on the presumption of a
self-assembled monolayer, where the anchoring group binds in
an orderly fashion to the semiconductor surface and the dye
molecules align up to form an adsorbed, regular monolayer.
However, this presumption has recently been challenged on the
basis of direct experimental investigations on the adsorbed dye
layers at diﬀerent coverage levels, and the mode of anchoring is
not obvious.6–8
Nevertheless, the anchoring group has an essential function
in the dye molecules, and is thus central to the dye function as
a sensitizer in the DSC devices. We have therefore chosen the
simplest triarylamine dye molecule of D–p–A type, the so-called
L0 dye (Fig. 2), as a system for fundamental studies on dye
adsorption, anchoring and organization in various titania
model surfaces. From a spectroscopic aspect, the –CN and
–COOH groups both offer potential insights into the chemistry
of the dye molecule upon anchoring and function in a DSC.
However, all elements in an organic molecule tend to be light,
thus giving only weak contrasts in any type of X-ray-based
experiment, such as diffraction or absorption spectroscopy.
Therefore, we have synthesized an analogue to the L0 dye, by
exchanging the cyano group for a single bromine atom, L0Br
(Fig. 2). Although the L0Br molecule is likely to work less well as
a sensitizer in a DSC, the Br works as a ‘spy’ atom providing
clearer information from X-ray-based experiments.
While the double bond present in the cyanoacrylic acid
group fills the important function of bridging the p-systems
of the donor and anchor/acceptor, it also carries a weakness.
The potential energy curves in the excited (triplet and singlet)
states in e.g. ethylene lead to a twisting of the double bond and
to the formation of geometrical isomers.10 Transition from the
Franck–Condon-region to a 901-distorted bond can proceed over a
barrier, as in the case for the singlet excited state of stilbene and its
derivatives.11,12 Alternatively, isomerization can proceed through
the triplet state. Intersystem crossing is usually inefficient and
sensitization instead of direct excitation is required.13 While these
textbook examples point towards a possible singlet mechanism, it
should be kept in mind that the excited state in the L0Br dye does
not correspond to a direct p–p* excitation of the double bond, but
rather a charge-transfer of the complete molecule. The mechanistic
details for this case, including the singlet vs. triplet mechanism,
therefore require further investigation. It has already been noted
that photoisomerization is a potential complication in dye
molecules used in DSCs.14,15 In the synthetic procedure used
for both L0 and L0Br, the trans isomer is obtained almost
exclusively (see the synthetic procedure of L0Br in the ESI†).
The first indications that photoisomerization problems
may appear in dye molecules were obtained accidentally.
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While recording the UV/vis-spectra of solutions of L0Br, a
change in the spectra over time was observed. This change
could be attributed to a reversible trans–cis-photoisomerization
and could also be detected later in the parent molecule L0 – it is
thus a general phenomenon of D–p–A dyes containing a cyanoacrylic acid group. The reason why this has not previously been
noted is that the change in absorption spectra of L0Br is significant,
whereas it is much less obvious for L0. The exchange of the –CN
group for –Br thus made a general but overseen phenomenon
clearly visible.
Photoisomerization in the acceptor/anchoring group can
have significant eﬀects on the presumed adsorption mode,
the surface dye organization and the mechanism of electron
injection of a very large number of known organic dye molecules.
Therefore, in this work we report on the photoisomerization of
the cyanoacrylic acid group (of course, in L0Br the anchoring
unit is a bromoacrylic acid, but for the sake of simplicity we will
refer to the anchoring unit as the cyanoacrylic acid) in the dyes
L0 and L0Br.
Because of the clear spectral changes observed for the L0Br
molecule, it is natural to use a strategy of investigation starting
with the eﬀects observed for L0Br and subsequently confirm
the same or similar behaviour for L0.
When irradiating a dilute solution of L0Br in a polar solvent
(such as ethanol, acetonitrile or DMSO) into the main absorption
band (S0 - S1 transition, ca. 360 nm), marked changes in the
absorption can be observed (see Fig. 3): a decrease of the main
band and an increase in absorption between ca. 300 and 340 nm
with a clear isosbestic point (344 nm in ethanol). The existence
of an isosbestic point confirms that a transition between only
two species is taking place. Upon prolonged irradiation, the
changes become smaller and a photostationary state is reached.
The absorption thus consists of two contributions, from the
original trans-L0Br and from the newly formed isomer cis-L0Br:
Amix = xAtrans + yAcis,
where x and y are the mole fractions of the components. Although
the latter are not known, we can estimate the absorption spectrum

Fig. 3 UV/vis-spectra of trans-L0Br in ethanol upon irradiation at
400 nm. For the spectrum of cis-L0Br, see text.
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Fig. 5 1H-NMR spectra of trans-L0Br in DMSO-d6 solution (top), after
irradiation at 405 nm for 5 min (middle) and extrapolated cis-L0Br
(bottom).

Fig. 4 UV/vis-spectra of previously irradiated (400 nm) L0Br in ethanol
upon irradiation at 323 nm.

of the cis-isomer by subtracting the absorption of the trans-isomer
and normalizing:
Acis = (Amix

xAtrans)/y

with the conditions that the absorption can never be negative
and x + y = 1. The obtained, extrapolated spectrum of a pure
cis-L0Br is also shown in Fig. 3, significantly diﬀering from
trans-L0Br (Dlmax = 25 nm).
The isosbestic point is evidence for a transformation
between two species, but not necessarily for a photoisomerization
(any photodegradation could lead to a similar behavior). After
having reached a photostationary state, we have chosen to change
the excitation wavelength to a region where an increase in absorption was observed and irradiated at 323 nm. The results (Fig. 4)
show a reversal of the previously observed trend: an increase of the
main band (around 360 nm) and a decrease of absorption between
ca. 280 and 350 nm. Due to the reversibility we are able to attribute
the spectral changes to a photoisomerization (prolonged irradiation
of L0Br with shorter wavelength UV light leads to slight
decomposition and loss of isosbestic points).
Isomerization is further evidenced by 1H-NMR spectra of the
solutions, which clearly show that changes in UV/vis spectra
can be correlated to NMR-peaks attributed to the trans- and
cis-forms of L0Br (Fig. 5).
Interestingly, the trans-to-cis photoisomerization for L0Br is
even observed in a solid polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
matrix (Fig. S3, ESI†), where the dye is expected to experience
considerable spatial restraints. Furthermore, we have tested the
thermal stability of the product: absorption spectra of the
irradiated sample recorded over the course of 12 hours at room
temperature showed a change of o1% (data not shown),
indicating that the cis-L0Br has a half-life of at least one month
under the given conditions, allowing for considerable accumulation.
Performing the same experiment on L0 also gave systematic
changes in the absorption spectra with a decrease of the main
band (see Fig. S2, left, ESI†). Even in this case, a clear isosbestic
point is present (383 nm). Importantly, though, no shift of
the absorption maximum was observed: the band maximum
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remained unchanged at 405 nm (in ethanol). This is a likely
reason why this phenomenon previously escaped observation.
Subsequent irradiation with light at 344 nm partially reverted the
changes (Fig. S2, right, ESI†), again representing a clear proof of
reversible photoisomerization. In the case of L0, no decomposition
is observed upon irradiation with UV light at a short-wavelength
(344 nm), and the sharp isosbestic points are retained. It should be
noted that the 1H-NMR spectra indicate that the photostationary
state is shifted more towards the starting trans-form, due to the
larger spectral overlap compared to the L0Br case (Fig. S4, ESI†). It
is clear that the investigations on L0Br have helped us to detect a
general phenomenon, which so far has and otherwise also very well
could have continued to escape detection.
The question if the observed isomerization also takes place
in surface-adsorbed dyes will be of direct relevance to DSC
devices. Therefore, we have tested the photochemical behavior
of L0Br adsorbed to a mesoporous ZrO2 surface. This semiconductor has a similar surface binding pattern16 but a higher
band gap than TiO2,17,18 preventing electron injection from the
excited dye and therefore facilitating a detailed investigation of
the electronically excited state of the adsorbed dyes. The results
of irradiation of L0Br on ZrO2 are shown in Fig. 6. As observed
from the data of L0Br in solution and in PMMA, a systematic

Fig. 6 Changes in the UV/vis absorption of trans-L0Br adsorbed onto
nanostructured ZrO2 in inert gas upon irradiation at 400 nm.
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decrease of the main S1 band is seen, with an increase in
absorption in the trough around 315 nm, and an isosbestic
point at 335 nm. Consequently, the data clearly show the same
trend upon irradiation as in solution and in PMMA, proving
that the congestion of neighbouring molecules does not prevent
photoisomerization. The photostationary state may be reached at a
smaller conversion rate compared to solution, which could hint at
several pools of molecules, some constrained while others are free
to rotate. In the case of PMMA-embedded molecules, isomerization
can take place by twisting of the small carboxylic group alone. Here,
the anchor group is supposed to be locked to the semiconductor,
requiring either twisting of the complete triphenylamine unit or
some space-saving isomerization mechanism.
Irradiation of the photoconverted sample using UV light
(315 nm) leads to an increase of the S1 band (back-isomerization),
but after a short while degradation sets in and a new species is
formed (data not shown). This process, already observed in solution,
is possibly enhanced by direct excitation of the semiconductor
acting as a photocatalyst.18
Time-dependent fluorescence, time-correlated, single-photon
counting (TCSPC) experiments of dilute solutions of L0Br and L0
are depicted in Fig. S7 (ESI†) and show relatively short lifetimes.
A fit of the exponential decays gave: t1 = 130 ps (97.7%) and t2 =
1.85 ns (1.4%) for L0Br and t = 750 ps (100%) for L0. The
bi-exponential nature observed for L0Br can possibly be
explained by a monomer–dimer-equilibrium. In any case, these
short (sub-ns) lifetimes point towards a singlet mechanism, as
intersystem crossing (a forbidden process) is highly unlikely to
proceed at such a high rate, especially in the case of L0.
Independent of the exact mechanism (which we are investigating
in detail at the moment), photoisomerization has been proven to
occur under a range of different conditions from the S1 state for
both L0Br and L0.
The rotational barrier of the cyanoacrylic group was investigated
at the hybrid density-functional level including dispersion interactions.19 The geometry was optimized in the trans configuration,
representing the global minimum for both L0 and L0Br. The
dihedral angle over the cyanoacrylic group is very close to planar,
denoted as 01 in the following. These structures were subsequently
used to construct a potential-energy map (PEM) of the rotation
around the cyanoacrylic double bond in the singlet ground state
(S0), the first excited singlet state (S1) and the first excited triplet
state (T1). The details of the calculation strategy and the PEMs
(Fig. S1, ESI†) are given in the ESI.† The main results show that the
S0 and S1 states of both molecules are essentially degenerate at 901
and 2701 rotation around the double bond (avoided crossing
because of symmetry), clearly highlighting a spin-conserved (singlet), low-barrier mechanism for system cross-over from the excited
S1 state to the S0 ground state in excellent agreement with the
experimental results in terms of photoisomerization and sub-ns
excited state lifetimes. The PEMs also show a S0–T1-intersection,
although the necessary spin-flip is expected to prevent a cross-over,
especially considering the steep curvature of the S0 state resulting
in a strong potential directing the molecules away from the
crossing. This is in line with the experimental finding showing
only short-lived species.
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The barrier of trans-to-cis rotation is estimated to be 47 kJ mol 1
for L0 and 22 kJ mol 1 for L0Br. These values are expected to be
overestimated and would be reduced in a relaxed potential energy
scan, but they at least give an indication that the barriers of rotation
are low and that they are lower for L0Br than for L0.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we here report on the photoisomerization in
solution, in a plastic matrix and on a semiconductor surface of
a class of widely used organic dyes involving the cyanoacrylic
acid group as the acceptor/anchoring component. Photoisomerization of the dye molecules may seriously aﬀect the performance of the sensitizer in a DSC device, including the lifetime
of the excited state, electron injection rate, rate of regeneration,
as well as rate of dye-mediated recombination losses to the
electrolyte components. Furthermore, photoisomerization may
represent a competing dye relaxation; a concern that may gain
some support from recent results on the dye D149, where
electron injection was shown to be as slow as 30 ps.20 It should
also be noted that the photoisomerization phenomenon, now
when it has become known to the present authors, has been
observed for more complex and more commonly used organic
dyes of the same type as L0, such as D35.21
The main conclusion from the results of this work is the
necessity to avoid (exocyclic) CQC double bonds as the D–p–A
linker in future organic dye structures. Although many fundamental consequences remain to be investigated, such as the exact
mechanism of photoisomerization, the current results stress the
importance of DSC preparation procedures in terms of how the dye
molecules, the dye baths and dyed photoelectrodes are handled.
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